Abstract: -A numerical analysis of mixed convection in a vertical channel filled with metal foam partially heated at uniform heat flux is studied numerically. Local thermal non-equilibrium and Brinkman-Forchheimerextended Darcy model are assumed. Boussinesq approximation with constant thermophysical proprieties are considered. Results are carried out for an aluminium foam with 10 pore per inch (PPI) and ε=0.909, the fluid is air. Results, for different Reynolds numbers and geometrical aspect ratios, are given in terms of solid and fluid temperatures, at heated walls and inside the channel at several heights, velocity profile along the channel, local and average Nusselt numbers. Results show that diffusive effect resulted lower temperature values inside the solid and the fluid temperatures are higher in all considered cases. For heated channel with smaller aspect ratios, an average Nusselt number increase is found for solid and fluid phases.
Introduction
Convective mixed heat transfer in fluid-saturated porous media has received considerable attention during the past several decades due to its applications in many engineering and geophysical systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . These applications include packed bed reactors, porous insulation, beds of fossil fuels, nuclear waste disposal, usage of porous conical bearings in lubrication technology, fibrous insulation systems, grain storage, food processing, energy efficient drying processes, geophysics, solar energy components and energy related engineering problems.
An interesting problem is the heat transfer in a vertical channel filled with a saturated porous medium. It seems that few studies are present for vertical channels with adiabatic extension downstream to the heated channel in local thermal non-equilibrium (LTNE). In this case, fluid and solid matrix have locally different temperatures and two energy equations should be considered, one for fluid one for solid matrix.
First studies on mixed convection in vertical porous channel were presented in [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .The microstructures of integrated circuits as a vertical channel filled with porous media to investigate the heat transfer by using Darcy' s law was modeled in [7] . The same cooling system based on the modified Darcy's equation to demonstrate the significance of no-slip boundary conditions was simulated in [8] . A two-dimensional, steady mixed convection, in a vertical porous layer with a finite isothermal heat source located on one vertical wall which was otherwise adiabatic and the other vertical wall was isothermally cooled, was numerically investigated in [9] .
Viscous dissipation effects in the problem of a fully-developed combined free and forced convection flow between two symmetrically and asymmetrically heated vertical parallel walls filled with a porous medium was analyzed in [10] . For vertical parallel plates embedded in porous media, the fully developed laminar mixed convection problems with different kinds of thermal boundary conditions were solved in [11] .
Numerical studies of buoyancy-assisted mixed convection in a vertical porous channel were performed in [12] [13] [14] . The Brinkman-Forchheimerextended Darcy model was used to account for both the inertia and the viscous effects. The BrinkmanForchheimer-extended Darcy model consider, in the momentum equation for porous media, the viscous and inertial terms together with the Darcy law [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . A symmetric heating at uniform wall temperatures was considered in [12] whereas uniform asymmetric wall heating, both wall temperature and wall heat flux conditions was examined in [13] . Asymmetric and discrete heat sources at the walls was investigated in [14] . Developing mixed convection in a vertical parallel-plate channel partially filled with porous medium was numerically analyzed in [15] . The non-Darcy model was used in the momentum equations for the porous medium layer. The analysis on fully developed mixed convection has been developed in [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The effect of viscous dissipation was taken into account in [17, 20, 21, [22] [23] [24] and together with the pressure work in [25] . The anisotropic permeability whose principal axes are oriented in a direction which is oblique to the gravity vector was analyzed in [18] . Three thermal boundary conditions, isothermal-isothermal, isoflux-isothermal, and isothermal-isoflux, were analytically analyzed in [26] .
Investigations for transient conditions in mixed convection, in vertical channels-chimney systems with porous medium in local thermal nonequilibrium was presented [28] . Steady state analysis of mixed convection in channels partially heated at uniform wall temperature filled with a porous medium was numerically analyzed in [29] .
There is a lack of numerical studies on the transient mixed convection in vertical channelchimney systems heated at uniform heat flux. This geometry is important in electronic cooling [19, 30] , in solar collectors [31, 32] and in thermal storage and water resources [33] .
In the present paper a numerical investigation is accomplished on transient mixed convection in air in a vertical channel. The channel is filled with a fluid-saturated porous medium, in the form of metal foam. The channel is partially heated with an uniform heat flux on two lower vertical walls whereas the two upper vertical walls are considered adiabatic. It seems that this is one of the first numerical investigation on channel-chimney systems filled with metal foam, in transient regime and in local thermal non-equilibrium. The Brinkman-Forchheimer-extended Darcy model in two dimensional, transient conditions and local thermal non-equilibrium are employed. Two energy equations are written, for fluid and for solid matrix. The investigated Reynolds numbers are 10 and 100, these being in the laminar regime. 
Problem Description
The physical system and geometry under investigation are shown in Figure 1 neglected in the energy equation. All the thermophysical properties of the fluid and the solid matrix of the porous medium are assumed constant except for the variation in density of the air with temperature (Boussinesq approximation) giving rise to the buoyancy forces. It is assumed that fluid and solid phase of porous medium are in local thermal nonequilibrium, LTNE, and two energy equations should be written, one for the fluid and one for the solid. The thermophysical properties of fluid and solid matrix of the porous medium are evaluated at ambient temperature, T 0 , which is equal to 300 K. In all analyzed cases L/L h =2.
In the porous medium region, the generalized flow model, known as the Brinkman-Forchheimerextended Darcy model [1, p. 16] , is used in the governing equations. The equations for mass, momentum and energy in the porous medium region are [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] :
with
The employed dimensionless variables are:
where  is the porosity coefficient or porosity. All the properties of the porous medium are shown in Table 1 [34] . The convective heat transfer coefficient [35] and the interface area per volume of metal foam [36] are based on these two relation:
with:
The imposed boundary conditions are the following: at the inlet, both fluid and solid phase temperature are assumed to the ambient temperature and air velocity is uniform. For both phases, solid and fluid, wall heat flux is assumed to be equal. At channel exit an outflow condition is imposed on the fluid phase, while an adiabatic condition is imposed on the solid phase. All other walls are adiabatic. A grid dependence test is also accomplished to realize the most convenient grid size by monitoring the average fluid temperature on the heated wall, for Ra=10, L/L h =2 and L h /b=10 Re=100. Three different uniform grids were tested with 21x111, 42x222 and 84x444 nodes in channel heated zone . In Table 2 is shown that the average fluid wall temperature variations when the number of nodes were 42x222 in the channel heated zone, respect to the reference values, obtained by the Richardson extrapolation, was 1.86%. The mesh size 42x222 was employed in this investigation for all considered cases. 
Results and Discussion
In the present investigation, thermal and fluid dynamics behaviors are evaluated analyzing the results which are obtained for Ra=10, Re=10, 100 and L h /b=2.5, 5, 10. In Fig. 3 , solid and fluid average wall temperature profiles are depicted during the time for Re=10, Ra=10 at L h /b=2.5, 5 and 10. It is observed that, in all considered cases, wall temperature for the fluid phase is always higher than the solid one. This is due to lower thermal conductivity of the air. The aspect ratio L h /b also affects the heat transfer near the heated walls. In fact, it can be observed that as L h /b increases, fluid and solid temperature value increases at steady state.
In Fig .4 , the effect of Re on heat transfer is shown. As Re increases fluid and solid average wall temperatures decrease. The transient is shorter for higher Reynolds numbers. These behaviors are due to convective heat transfer increasing with Re. Fluid phase has a lower heat capacity than solid one. This parameter influences the behavior of the two phases during the time. In fact can be noticed how the solid phase always reaches the steady state condition later than the fluid phase. Fluid and solid temperature profiles along the heated wall for several time steps of transient analysis are shown in Fig.5 . It is observed that fluid temperature profile, in Fig.5a , is almost the same for X<1 and the maximum value is obtained at about X=4.8, for all considered time. The dip for the fluid phase is due to the presence of diffusion along the X axis and the unheated upper part of the chimney which is at lower temperature. Indeed for the solid phase, in Fig. 5b , it is noticed that the temperature gradient, along X, is lower than that observed for Table 4 . Average Nusselt number for the fluid phase, holding others parameters, is lower than solid one. This is due to solid higher thermal conductivity. As L h /b increases, for both phases, Nu decreases. This behavior is more significant for the solid phase. With Re increasing Nu number become higher, for both phases. In particular heat transfer in the fluid phase is more affected by Re changing than the solid one.
In Fig. 8 , fluid temperature profile, at steady state condition. across several sections of the channel is shown. It can be observed that at first two section of the channel there is a strong temperature gradient. As X increases this gradient becomes smoother and thermal perturbation involves also the middle of the channel. For X>5, temperature profile is uniform. Solid temperature profile in the channel is shown in Fig.9 . Temperature profiles are uniform within heated wall and adiabatic extensions. This is due to the higher thermal conductivity of the solid matrix.
Conclusion
A transient mixed two dimensional investigation in a vertical channel, filled with saturated metal foam was performed numerically. The two lower walls were heated at uniform heat flux and the other two vertical surfaces were considered adiabatic. The study was carried out in local thermal nonequilibrium and the Brinkman -Forchheimer - For the considered aluminum foam with 10 PPI (pore per inch) and ε=0.909 results showed that diffusive effect resulted in lower temperature values inside the solid and fluid temperatures were higher in all considered cases. Solid and fluid wall temperature profiles presented, at assigned Re value, a strong variation with L h /b. Increasing this geometrical ratio both fluid and solid wall temperatures raised up. Fluid and solid wall temperature profiles showed a strong dependence on Re. Passing from Re =10 to Re=100 fluid temperature decreased of 60% and solid temperature of 50% almost. Fluid and solid temperature profiles presented different behaviors during the time. For assigned parameters, solid phase reached later the steady state condition. The local and average Nusselt numbers presented a decrement when L h /b increased. This behavior was noticed also reducing Re. L h /b ratio affected heat transfer more for solid phase than the fluid one. In fact, for the solid phase a quicker Nu decreasing with L h /b was noticed. Reynolds number, indeed influenced more the fluid phase than the solid one.
Fluid and solid temperature profiles along the channel allowed to observe that for the solid phase temperature, profiles were uniform from the first X analyzed values (X=1) and the θ dimensionless temperature
